Abstract-A dynamic simulation was performed in order to study the high zero-ow pressure phenomenon by using an electronic model of the coronary vessel. The objective of this study was to establish a relationshipbetween the diastolic arterial pressure and diastolic arterial ow. The simulated study showed that this relationship is approximately linear with a zero ow pressure intercept of approximately 40 mmHg. This result is consistent with the results obtained in animal experimentation conducted by others.
INTRODUCTION
The high zero ow pressure phenomenon is of fundamental importance in understanding the characteristics of coronary vascular bed and the relationship between diastolic pressure and ow. The eld of research relating to this phenomenon was stimulated by Bellamy [1] who observed in chronically instrumented dogs that coronary arterial ow could become zero with prolonged diastole lasting more than 3 s while aortic pressure was still substantially above the right atrial pressure. The relationship between coronary pressure and ow during diastole of the long beat was found to be essentially linear with a zero ow intercept, estimated by linear regression, of approximately 45 mmHg. Later, various experiments on this eld were conducted by other researchers who also observed the same phenomenon in coronary vessels [2, 3] . In this study, attempts are made to simulate and explain this high zero ow pressure phenomenon by using a previously proposed electronic model of the coronary vessel [4].
SIMULATION METHOD
In the previous study, an electronic model of the coronary vessel, as shown in Fig. 1 was proposed by the authors [4] . In this model, the resistances of the arterial and venous sides are represented by R o and the summation of the drain-source resistance of the FET, R ds , and a constant resistance, R d , respectively. The vessel compliance is indicated by the capacitor C. The arterial, intramyocardial and intravascular pressures are represented by P a , P m and P i , respectively. The transmural pressure, P tr , is de ned as the difference between P i and P m . The gate-source voltage, P gs , of the FET is assumed to be directly proportional to P tr . R ds is controlled by P gs and can be approximated by the following mathematical equations:
for
where r o is a constant resistance and ® is a constant representing the elasticity of the vessel. Equation (2) can be re-written in terms of P gs as R ds / exp.¡P gs /; for P i < P m :
The changes in R ds with P tr as obtained from experiments are shown in Fig. 2 . In order to simulate the effects of long diastole on coronary blood ow, a wave generator is required that can produce pressure waveforms with systolic and diastolic durations of different lengths. For this purpose, modi cations were made to the wave generator [5] used in previous studies [4, 6] . The data of the arterial pressure, P a , was taken from the experiments of Bellamy [1] . Since the data on the intramyocardial pressure P m is not available, assumptions were made on its shape. In this simulation, the systolic duration was set at 0.4 s as in previous studies [4, 6] . 
